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CHICAGO, THURSDA Y, AUGUST 15, 1878. 
Editorial. 
A GOOD IDEA. 
THE following letter is addressed by Dr. J. H. Vincent, the great Sabbath-school worker, to the editor of the Christian 
Union: 
My D EAR DR. ABBOTI' :~We this yenr propose to 9rganize at Chantauqua 
a literary and scientific circle, which is designed to promote reading and study 
in literary al'd scientific directions by ,persons who have not enjoyed colle· 
giate advantages, business men, mothers who desire to keep up with their 
children and to inspire them to seek an education, young ladies of leIsure, 
young men who "re engaged at t~adcs or in business. We propose to provide 
a series of small text books on Astronomy, ~Geology, Chemistry, on Greek, 
Latin and English Literature, Mental Science, etc. We propose to indicate 
'Il series of books on all these subjects to be read at home during the years. 
We-propose at the close of 'a three or four years' course written examinations, 
etc. This movement is designed to raise the intellectual standard of our 
young Christian people, to gi ve them a taste of the better range of reading, to 
show them that between true science and the religion of our Lord Jesus 
Ghrist there is no antagonism. I know that this must be a slow work. I 
know that there are many things discouraging in connection with it; but I 
believe that what we hll\'e done for Biblical and Sund~y.school study we can 
also, to some extent, do for the class of people who, never having been at 
coll~ge, desire some guidance in acquinllg more liberal culture tlinn they are 
likely ever to secure in the ordinary routine of life. J. H. VINCENT. 
This is a proposition to be heartily endorsed by all people:who 
appreciate religion combined with intelligence. While no very 
marked result is to be expected from such feverish efforts as are 
those-at Chautauqua and at places like it, still these efforts are of 
importance as forming, one of the influences-in themselves all 
small-which are now tending to~ard an increase of intellectual 
vigor in a large class of the community which is able to think 
and reason mOle than it does, and which needs but slight pres-
sure to lift it to a plane of higher endeavor. The Society fur the -
Encouragement of Home Study, managed by some Boston ladies, 
deserves more countenance than we fear it is getting. The sys-
tem of popular, semi-scientific weekly lectures, which the 
Methodist church has sustained for the last two winters in most 
of the large cities, is an example worthy of wider imitation. An 
article by the editor of the WEEKLY, published in the Ohio Ed-
ucational Monthly for March, proposing that boards .of edu-
cation should institute post-graduate high school courses of read-
ing, attracted considerable attention, and bids fair to bring 
forth some fruit. The feeling is strong that our system of public 
schools, and our efforts in behalf of the education Of our chil-
d.ren, are not producing the results which ought to be expected in 
the intellectual tastes and activity of our men and women. The 
impulse which we get from the four years spent in high school 
or academy is too generally expended with our ·graduation. 
There is no interest more deeply involved jn this matter than 
that of relIgion. As faith without works is dead, so fajt\1. :wjtp-
out intelligence is superstition. .I •. ,_ 
We are heartily glad that Dr. Vincent has made a start. Even 
the naming, by ~uch authority, of a series of books to be read at 
home would be of great advantage. But too many books should 
not be named, nor too elabor,!lte a c0urse ,be laid down. ])0 
not kill the movement by attempting too much'. The mention 
of a written examination will lead maRY to see a ghost, if it' does 
not .have a more serious result. , We fear the effect of such an at-
tempt would be more like that of a nippihg frost than of an 
April shower. A w~itten examination is a thing always better, in 
theory than in practice. The great value of this movement lies 
not so much in the tangibl.e scholastic results it may produce, as 
in th~ social and moral force and enthusiasm it will awaken. 
We have had too much to do with written examinations not to 
feel a little apprehension when· they are proposed, and especially 
in connection with an enterprise which must be made popular if 
it is to be anything at all. 
Our great desire to see this "literary and scientific circle", suc-
ceed grandly in the interests of truth, and culture, and religion, 
causes us anxiety upon another point, as no doubt it does many 
others. This is to be an effort in the interests of scientific truth, 
accurate if not profound. Is it possible to name a series of 
books which. will be acceptable to the churches generally and 
which, at the same time, will be recognized as ,authorities in sci-
ence? Has . a prism been found by which the light from the 
great scientific luminaries can be decomposed, and their superior 
ray of pure science be entirely separated from their anti-religrous 
and sceptical tendencies? Will the authorities have thecourage 
to take as the primary meridian from which, they su~vey the 
·books for this course their reliability and value as books of sci-
·ence, :lnd let their religious bias ' be a secondary thci;lgh all-
'important meridian? These gentlemen have put themselves di-
rectly at the pl,lrting of the ways. Many eyes are turned every 
summer to Chautauqua and its leaders. No doubt they feel the 
responsibility that is upon them. Let us hope that they realize 
that truth defends those only who lay a firm hold upon her. A 
. feeble, gusp is well nigh as fatal as error itself. 
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REPORT OF THE COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION is a work that can hardly be made acceptable as the report of t~e 
FOR 1876. Commissioner of Education for the United States. What IIse .is 
THERE is no book with which we have anything to do that causes within us such a vaciety of feelings as the Report of 
tlie·u. S. Commissioner of Education. When the daily press 
indulges' in strictures we are indignant at its liberty and seeming 
indifference to the cause of education' . . When we notice the 
close family likeness the bulky volume has to the ordinary gov-
ernment report, and consider how useless, or at least, 
how unused, such reports generally are, the fear arises 
that we have been too severe with the critics. When 
the resolutions of educational bodies are noticed, so loud-
ly and habitually commending the Bureau and the Commis-
sioner,- the thought a.rises, How valuable is discriminating praise, 
'and the criticism of true friends! When we think of the per-' 
severing faithfulness of the Commissioner, and of the good which 
his department has probably accomplished in ways which cannot 
be made clear to the public, it seems as if tht:re were no' danger 
of commendation being extravagant. When we think of the 
chronic call of the Commissioner and nearly all educational 
bodies, upon Congress, to give the Educational Bureau more 
ample mean's, we are tempted ' to cry out for a little respite on 
behalf of that 'much-abused body-our National Legislature-as 
well as in behalf of the dignity of the educational fraternity. 
But when we think of the vast interests which are involved in the 
success or failure of the National Bureau, the appropriations 
which have been made from year to year for this department 
seem 110t only inadequate but niggardly. Wjth a hope of finding 
a point of rest among all of these~pposing forces, the WEEKLY has 
given no little careful consideration ' to the Gommissioner's last · 
report (1876) and it must be confessed with by no means entire 
satisfaction. 
The report proper of the Commissioner, comprising over 200 
pages, would pass any where as a respectable public document. 
Much of it is invaluable. Its most serious blemish is a want of 
the finish of good workmanship. 
As to the statistical tables' covering the last 450 page&, the 
Commissioner sins in company with a host of honorable fel-
lows. It is an exception, although the instances are on the in-
crease, to find a city or state report which is not one-half or two-
thirds filled with school . statistics. These tables, at best, are 
rarely: consulted, although they are made up and ' printed at a 
large expense. They are so near alike from year to year, that 
when things are running in usual channels, the ordinary tables · 
for ·one year will 'do, at least so far as the public is concerned, 
for a half-dozen years. There is not the slightest excuse, un-
d~r normal conditions, of republishing the common tables oftener' 
.than once in <four or five years, unless it is to enable ambitious 
superintendents to fill out the regulation report-. T.he same 
thing is true . of the Commissioner's report. The instances are 
few in ~hich 'there is such a notable difference between the ta-
bles of the reports of '75 and those of '76 that thCi:e 's any 
justification for. publishing both. ' -
It is surprising to find 466 pages, a large book in itself, 
completely given up to , excerpts from various 'sources-
excerpts which we will not say are valueless but which 
are out oc. place in such a report, especially when funds 
are so short. Is it th~ purpose ' of this ' ~ational document 
tb erqbalm the puffs and statements of individual schools and 
collegc:s, or to repUblish their catalogues? A poor ;.c;rap-book 
made from various state'reports, school journals, and daily papers, 
there in republishing the programmes of state teachers' associa-
tions of two years ago, and various laUdatory notices and resoln · 
'tions? Wh(lt use is there in publishing list after list of state 
officials whose terms of office expired months before the report 
was distributed? What ' use is there in giving . accounts of the 
school systems of six or eight cities in each of the states, when 
those systems are all after the same. model, so that a description 
of one is substantially a description of all? The truth is there 
has been entirely too much paste and too many ·scissors used in 
getting up these reports. There have been fifty grains of mere 
clerical labor expended to o'ne grain of originality. We do not 
quarrel with the statute which organi.zed the office "for the pur-
pose of collecting such statistics and facts as shall show the con-
dition and progress of education in the several states and terri-
tories, and of diffusing such information respecting the organi -
.zatioJi and management of schools and school systems, and 
methods ofte~ching, as shall ~id the people of the United States 
in the establishment and maintenance of efficient school systems, 
and otherwise promote ' the cause of education throughont the 
country," but we cannot say that we ' regret that no more than 
$35,000 a year is appropriated for this Burean, if its reports are 
to continue of this chaTactc:r. There is no discussion of methods, 
no generalizations; nothing to inject new blood into the general 
system of public schools . . Almost the only point of view opened 
to us is that of state and city superintendents which is necessari-
ly limited and local in comparison with the view whiCh is opened 
before .the National Commissioller. - If he is to be anything 
more than a local officer, it must be by givi"ng us the results of 
a wider range of observations. His signals should be such as 
come from the highest station. 
In shqt, we cannot but feel that the Report of the Commis-
sioner, when weighed .in the balance, will be found wanting, no 
matter what standard is taken. As an educational product it is 
no ~redit to the ability of the teachers' profession. 
THE MODERN LANGUAGES, 
E . J. JAMES, Ph. D., Evanston, Ill. 
THE question as to the proper method of instruction in foreign languages is exciting at present a good deal of discussion. 
The unsatisfactory results of the study of ' such languages, as pur-
sued in our high schools and colleges, have given rise to much 
dissatisfaction and complaint. The study of these branches has 
been sharply criticised from a good many quarters, and for many 
different reasons. A good deal of this criticism is certainly jus-
tifiable, because, owing either to inefficiency of teachers or of 
methods, the best possible results are certainly not attained. 
Much of the criticism however arises from an ignorance of 
what success in . this department consists in .. 
Many think, for instance, that a scholar has derived no ad-
vantage from t e study of German, unless he can _say in an off-
hand way, "Gulm Morgm ! wit geht's Ilznm ?" Hence a meth-
od which does not secure this.is condemned by such persons. 
The different ways of teaching modern languages may be class-
ified under two general heads, which we may call respectively 
the Grammar and. the Conversational · Methods. By the first, 
one aims at securing a discipline similar in kind to that afford-
ed by the study of the classics; and also to lead the mind of 
. the pupil to a study of the literature of the la~guage. In the 
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second the emphasis is' placed upon the conversation; the princi-
pal object is 'to secure a readiness in speaki~g, a comma~d over 
a certain number of words and phrases used ID every-day hfe. 
Which of these methods is best adapted fOf;~our high schools 
and colleges? We have no hesitancy in choosing the first. :-1-
though teachers appear from time to time, who pretend to 1m-
,part a thorough knowledl{e of the Gel man in from four to six 
weeks by means of the conversational plan, yet to one who has 
really acquired a fair knowledge of Gerll}an, such talk appears 
the veriest bosh. That a certain readiness in lIIoutlzi1Zg a few 
common expressions may be gained within that time is undoubt-
eelly true ; but that anything which can be called a fair knowl-
edge of the language can be acquired even w.ithin six .months. is 
simply impossible, even whe,re one devotes hiS whole time to It; 
let alone the case which is by far the most common, where a class 
flas only an' hour a day to spend in conversation_ '. 
'But even if the conver5ational method secured what It aIDIS at, 
viz : a readiness in speaking, yet there would be this grave ob-
'ection to it; it emphasizes the least important part of the study. ~ speaking knowleelge of" German can be of little practical sig-
nificance to the vast majority of ollr scholars. We study the 
language after all for tl}e sake of the literature, for the sake of 
the immense treasures which lie locked up, as it were, within it, 
and which must forever remain sealed to him who does not pos-
sess the !i.ey. Toward, an understanding and appreciation of this 
_ literature, a spellking knowledge of the language, at least such 
, a speaking kiwwledge as we can acquire in our schools, contrib-
utes but very little. The words we use are the names of the com-
Illon objects around us, and we are limited, as it were, in our 
'co:versation, to the kitchen and the dining room. . 
, The grammatical method. on the contrary, leads us right up' to 
these vast stores of intellectual wealth, places the key in bur hands, 
teaches us how to use it, and brings us face to face'lvith the high-
, est prot;luctions of German genius. It has besides another ad-
vantage- It aff(Jrds a discipline similar in kind, and if properly 
taught, almost equal in degree, to that a~orde~ by the c?assics. 
The systematic study of language as a sCience IS a very different 
thing from memorizing words an~ phrase.s .. 0: course. th~ ~.em­
ory is largely brought i~to play, J~st as It. IS ID all acqUisItions 
of knowledge; bllt the Judgment IS exercised to a much greater 
,extent than in the conversational method. 
There is another advantage in the grammatical system, which" 
we cannot help thinking, is too often overlooked or neglected, 
viz.: the control over one's own language, which constant and 
accurate translation from a foreign languag(-gives. There are 
here.all the essentials , of a vigorous and successful training in 
rhett ric and composition. The ideas are given, and we believe 
this to be the best course in composition drill; especially where 
the pupils are young and immature. An excell~nt opportunity is 
afforded of exercising the judgment in the selection of words; 
and if good authors are read, examples of pure and elegant style 
are kept constantly before the pupils. 
, There are other points which we should like to consider if the 
limits of this article diet lIOt forbid. Of the manner in which 
the grammatical method should:be used in order to achieve the 
best results I ,shall speak at another time. 
It' was not believed that. the Paris Exhibition of 1878 would be 
a financial success, yet the Government Commissioners alre~y 
feel that they are out of financial difficulty. The cost of budd-
ings and maintenance is estimated at about $9,000,000, and a 
revenue of nearly $7,000,000 is already assured. ' 
HINDRANCES TO NORMAL SCHOOLS.-NO. III. 
Bv JOHN OGDEN, O. C. N. S., Worthington, O. 
ANOTHER serious' hinelrance to the establishment of normal scl-,ools in Ohio is the advantage county boards of school 
examiners, or certain members thereof, have taken of their offi-
cial position. And as their opportunities for mischief were 
gleat, they were not slow, in sOllle instances, to make the m.ost of 
them. 
Until within the past few years, they have had it in their pow-
er to organize and condnct the county institutes provided for by 
law. In this way the funds' accllmu'tating in the respective coun-
ties, from examination fees, amounting in some cases to four or 
five hundred dollaT5 per annum, became an easy prey. And 
then some of the members of these boa:rd~, usually the most en-
terprising ones, were in the habit of holding what they were 
pleased to call normal institutes, normal classes, etc. Here 
strong inducements for attendance were, very naturally, held out 
to tea~hers. It was plainly announced, in some instances, that 
an attendance here would go far toward securing the coveted 
certificate; and many were the victims to this scheme. It was 
also customary to announce that the regular examination of 
teachers would be held at the close of the institute, a practice 
still prevalent; and ,teachers now, as then, are not slow in tak-
ing the hint. 
This abuse of official position became so flagrant that a law 
was passed as early as 1873, I think, prohibiting m~mbers of 
county boards of examiners 'from officiating as , instructors in 
"any normal school, normal class, or in any school for the spec-
ial training of teachers." It was supposed this would be suffi-
cient to check the evil complained <.f; and it did to some extent. 
But some of these worthies, not over-scrupulous, especially those 
that had been practicing this game' for a long time, could not en-
dure to see their gains thus ruthlessly swept from tbem; so they 
at once set about planning how to evade what they were pleased 
to call an "unjust law;" since it forbade! them to play the petty 
tyrant, and to pass judgment upon their own work; for these 
normal classes, as they called them, were nothing more than a 
species of crammil).g machine, in which the candidate was, for a 
consideration, prepared (?) for his coming examination; and 
woe' to the luckless wight on examination day, that had !lot rhus 
responded to this benevolent(?) call. 
This was the evil the law at!empted to remove. But now 
these members of county boards, in order to evade the law, call 
their schools by other names, such as high schools, academies, 
sele~t schools, etc., etc.; as though "a rose by any other name 
would not smell as sweet ;" for these schools, by whatever 
name they are called, are carrying on precisely the same work 
they did before the passage of the prohibitory act; and in some 
cases, to my certain knowledge, they do this in defiance of the 
law. One man has been practicing this fraud upon the teachers 
of his county for the last twenty years; and has not ceased when 
forbidden by legal 'enactment. And others of less notoriety, 
and' equal honesty(?), are doing the same thing, all over the 
state. 
Now anyone can readily see what effect this practice'has upon 
the profession, especially those members of it that are dependent 
upon county boards for lic~nse to teach. It not only narrows 
the circle of preparation down to the merest routine, in the few 
branches neccessary to secure a certificate, but it is taking an 
undue advantage of the applicant, in thus compelling him to 
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seek his preparation at the hands of his examiner or lose his cer-
tificate. 
I need not cite examples of this abuse. It is patent to any 
one who has observed the workings of this system. Parties of 
no culture, little knowledge, and less experience are thus enabled 
a few weeks dn'll, and on the very questions, with perhaps 
slight alteration .. upon which they are to be examined, to get a 
, higher per cent mark on th.eir papers than others of far better 
SCholarship and greater merit every way, who have not thus been 
subjected to the "dn'll." 
Some of our best men and women become disgusted with the 
profession, and are literally driven from it by this injustice, be-
ing unwilling to compete with these "put up jobs" who go,about 
underbidding their fellows, because they can alford ~o "teach 
cheap"-and' why not? Their education (?) cost them perhaps 
less than five dollars. 
mother schools, where they should be taught to train little chil-
dren; but whatever the 'theory, the tmdmcy is in 'the opposite di-
rection. We do not find mothers, as a r'ule, eagerly seeking 
knowledge from the kindergarten, so that they may ultim'ately 
dispense with the aid of the teacher, but the tendency is rather 
to look upon the kindergarten as a nursery, and a convenient 
place to send the children, while the mothers devote themselves 
to more congenial pursuits. , 
The school has already encroached too much upon 'thedomain 
of the family, if the family and not the state is to be the unit of 
civilization in the future. Under the old Greek system of. gov-
ernment, where the child was looked upon only as a future citi-
zen of the state, there was wisdom in taking him, at birth, and 
training him for that purpose, (but even here he was left with his 
mother until seven years of age); but under our o~n govern-
ment, where a high degree of civilization must come, if at all, 
through the purity and strength of family life, anything which 
interferes with its rights and duties must be deprecated as an evil. 
THE RELATIONS OF THE KINDERGARTEN TO THE When the mother cannot fulfill hex duties, either through PUBLIC , SCHOOL. po~erty, great numbers of children, over work, or general incom-
Miss S. A. STEWART, Milwaukee, Wis. petence, it may be a question if that would not be a wiser state 
, (Concluded from last week,) interference, in the end, to give 'such aid as would reach th~ chil-
NOW admitting that the kindergarten is useful, and jmpor- , dren through the mother, rather than by putting another agency tant, and based upon sound principles of education, 'should in her place. 
it, in its pure type, be introduced into the public school ~ystem? At most, the kindergarten proposes to t!lke the children out of 
It is not enough to prove that a thing is useful and important, their own surroundings only three or four , hours a day, pnd 
~ut it has to be proven that it is more useful and more important when those surroundings are utterly vicious and bad, that has to 
than anything else, and the question for us to' consider is, wheth- be a wonderful faith in the divine art of teaching, that can be-
er the same or higher results cannot be secured without the lav- Iieve that this short time in the kindergarten can counteract the 
ish expenditure of time, means, energy, demanded by this meth- whole current-of the cLild's life. 
od, or at least results better suited to the condition of the schools, The claim that is made, that in those two or three years of its 
and more in harmony with the theory 'of the public school sys- life, if ndt in the kindergarten, the child may contract habits 
tem. which will' take years to eradicate, is utterly unphilosophical and 
We have to discuss the question, of course, in the light of ex- unsound. If it were admitted, what is nearer the truth, that much 
isting cirCltmstances, and even were we under more favoring con- that goes to determine the character and future condition of the 
ditions, a little nearer the millennium, it might still be a question, child has its influence long before the kindergarten age, and 
- whether we had found the very best way of occupying three hE-nce,if the state should take measures for improving the condi-
years of school life. Considering the short school life of the tion and enlightening the understanding of fathers and mothers, 
great mass of American children, it becomes a question of imper- it would be a wiser step than rel'ieving them ' of responsibility in 
ative necessity, that no more time be taken to fix those funda- the matter of education. 
mental ideas gained in the kindergarten than is absoiutely nec- When families are in .comfortable or affilient circumstances" 
cessary. there is still less justification in the state's assumi,ng their legiti-
Many serious objections can be urged against making the kin- mate work, for usually their surroundings are such.as to incidmt-
dergarten a part of the PJlblic school system, (not against family allv give the child his first lessons in the physical properties,- of 
or private kindergartens.) , matter, knowledge of the activities of Iife"of common things, 
I shall not stop to discuss the question of expense. The ,tax- use of language, etc., more forcibly, and better than the kinder-
payer's. objection, that is 'obvious to everyone, I believe to garten, because more natural, for however many cant phrases we 
be true, if there were no other o,bjection; and if the results ob- may use about free activity, unrestrained joyousness, or T'atural 
tainedjustified the expenditure, it would be no objection. development, education even in. the kindergarten is a process of 
_ There i!j an instinctive belief in every intelligent mind, that restraint. Iflit isn't, it doesn't amount to anything. 
the line ought to be drawn, somewhere between the family and Intelligent mothers and nurses are what is demanded for chil-
school education, and if the state takes c~e of the education of dren under six years of age, and if the state can suc,ceed in the 
its citizens benyeen ~he ages of SIX and twenty, it is doing all that work it has already undertaken, that i~, uf training an intelligent 
can be reasonably expected of it, something should be left to pn'- motherhood; the qnestion of kindergarten will take care ,of it-
vate ente.rpn'se. , , ~ ____ -self. ' 
Now while the kindergarten is not designed to supersede the In the kindergarten everything depends upon the teacher, and 
education oCthe family, (indeed, such a res\lIt was d~precated by the difficulty of getting teachers who will 'understand and appre-
Frrebel and his, followers more than by anyone else,) yet the in- ciate the true aim becomes something formidable. The great 
evitable tendency is" to place the duties and responsibilities of amount of inaterial in th~ hands of the incoIlJpetent only' serves 
one class, in .~ociety, in the hands of another. ,The mother' is as so much enginery fOl"life1ess, aimless, mechanical work; it is 
the nat1;1ral teacher of the child, at least through kindergarten even worse than the school in such hands, for tl!en not so much 
age. And it was Frrebel's idea that kindergartens should be is undertaKen and the text-book would counteract sOllle of the 
. , I 
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evils, and at least there are not so many faciliti~s for making I There will not need to be any material change in the seating 
stupidity visible. ' of the rooms j each child's desk can be its tabl~ to work upon, 
The kindergartner should be a person of broad and generous I and also a receptacle for 'its m<tterial when not at work, as teach-
culture, with a talent for music and drawing, gentle and patient, ing the child to take care of, and put away his work in order, is 
thoroughly imbued with the spirit and principles of the Great not the least part of his educa~ion . . 
Master, with a keen insight into child nature, and a profound The exorbitant price at which the kindergarten maten"al has 
sympathy with all their child thinking, and their joys and griefs j hitherto been held is entirely unnecessary and uncalled for, and' 
she should be full of vigor and energy and sound judgment, with I can think of no reason why it has been placed at such value, 
a genius for self-sacrifice, ready to meet uncomplainingly the ex- unless it be to keep it away from the common people or add to 
ac~ing demands of child nature. Such persons are fare, even the wealth of some provident speculators. Each child could 
among 'Yomen, among men--hopeless. furnish his own, as he does his text-book, if the burden of ex-
The state might, and should, add to its normal school, course pense proves too heavy for the city fathtrs, or the country dis-
instruction in kindergarten methods. Professional education tricts, to endure: Of "course it is not necessary to stop here and 
of the teacher means complete understanding of the whole range urge the advantages of such a plan. Tney are too apparent to. 
of the art of teaching, then the number of teachers would be need expresiion. But one only, because of its paramount im-
sufficient to supply private and family demands, and would make portance, must be noticed, and that is, the value of this kind of 
success depend where it ought to, upon the merit of the teaching, work as a basis of language culture. 
and not upon legal enactment, etc. In a large number of the schools of the state, and in most of 
But the law of Wisconsin admits children into the public the schools in our 'cities, the children coine from families where 
schools at the age of four years (younger" I think, than that of a foreign language is spoken, 'and the English language is the 
any other state), and we have them ' by hundreds in all our city language of the school. Now the hindrance this fact is to the, 
schools, so there is not much us'e in heaping up objections or progress of the pupils ill their school work can only be appre~ 
stopping to philosophize about the matter; either the law must ciated by those who have had experience in the,matter. Now 
be changed, or measures must be taken for educating children because the kindergarten exercises appeal directly to the child's 
of that age according to an enlighteded understanding of the senses, and give him something real and tangible to talk about, 
n~~ds of child nature. It is little less than barbarous to receive and furnish variety of occupations enough to give hini an exten-
large nUlY;bers, and pack them in the stifling air of the school- sive vocabulary, they are the very best means possible for teach-
. room, and shut them up to the abstract methods of the advanced ing him the language. 
schools, a practice which does prevail, even in our enlightened It is cruelty to require a child to put an abstract tlwught into 
age. There is a crying need of reform in this direction, and we a~ unknown language. and is a practice which should be remanded 
have now to consider how the spirit and methods of the kindergar- to a barbarous past. 
ten may be used to bring about more rational instruction in the Now a full consideration of the method by which this modified 
primary schools. course of primary work should be carried out must be left for 
The claim has beell made, and urged with great earnestness, further discussion. But I want to urge here the active coopera-
, by the professional kindergartner, that half measures are worse tion of all the teachers throughout the state in bringing about 
than none at all. It is with profound modesty, but with equal this much-needed reform in educating little child~en. 
' earnestness, that I beg leave to differ ;with them upon this point, 
and so I want to urge that we have, not the kindergarten added 
to the public school, but the primary s~hool modified by many 
of the exercises and games of the kindergarten, but above all that 
we have the spirit and pMI<Jsophy of educatior; advocated not 
alone by Frcebel, but the whole line of innovators, who led t_he 
revolt against the ab.stract mysticism of the middle ages. 
Tllis, it seems to me, is not only desirable but practicable. It 
will be an easy matter to arrange a series of simple progressive 
lessons, based upon the 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 13, 15, ] 8, gifts, which 
will run parallel with the other work of the primary school, and 
which, if carried oilt by teachers who understand the art of mind 
development, ,will secure, if not the entire aim of the kindergar-
ten, at least the legitimate aim of the public school. 
Indeed, much of this kind of systematic work has been done 
already, and we have to-day ocular demonstration that the sys-
tem is not only practicable, but extremely useful. 
Even this change will increase the e,xpense of the schools some-
what, but no more than is justified by the imperative need of re-
form there is in ' this direction. A iarger number of school-
rooms, with an increase of teaching force, will be the main 
source of expense. No more than fifty children can be placed 
in a room, large enough to seat them comfortably, and give an 
open space sufficient for plays and games, but this is demanded 
for any kind or primary school; in a civilized age. 
FACETIlE. 
-Tommy came home from school, -and handed to his father 
the teacher's report on his progress during the month. "This is 
very unsatisfactory, Tom; you've a very small number of good 
marks, I'm not at all pleased with it." "I told the teacher you 
wouldn't bebut he wouldn't alter it." 
-"Why," asked a teacher in Sunday school, "did Solomon 
tell the sluggard to go to the ant?" "Because," said a 13-year-
old boy, "he knew that his aunt would have him at the woodpile 
or in the onion bed ~very afternoon as soon as school was C?ut:" 
-"Ma," said a thoughtful boy, "I don't think Solomon was 
so rich as they say he was." "Why, my dear, what could have 
put that into your head ?" "Why the Bible says he slept with_ 
his fathers"and I think if he had been so very rich he would 
have had a bed of his own." 
-Kansas Teacher-"Where does 'all _ our grain produce go 
to?" Boy-"It goes into the hopper." Teacher-"Hopper? 
Wha't hopper? Boy (triumphantly )-"Grasshopper !" 
-She met him at the door and ushered him in: then said, ' 
"The weather had changed rather suddenly." , "Yes, got-damp-
Cluick !" said he, and to this day he cannot account for her lea:v-
ing the room so uncerimoniously, and the "old m~n" appearing ' 
and conducting him out. '. 
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Notes. grasps the subject; and appoint a month beforehand at least 
two able men, of opposing views, to open the discussion. Then 
WE were pained to learn from the Cleveland papers of the members would come prepared to express their opinions, and death of Professor William M. Davis, on the 21st ult. Prof. the available time would not be engrossed by men with dyed 
Davis was widely known to scientific circles throughout the COUll- whiskers anld white vests who are equall y ready to speak upon 
try, ~nd was one of the most genial, and cultured, and highly all 5ubjects because they are ('qually innocent of an original 
esteemed citizens of Cleveland. When the lamented Pmf. O. thought upon any." 
M. Mitchell entered the army at the beginning' of the war, Mr. This is plain and valuable "talk." We honor the journal tQat 
Davis was called to silcceed him as director of the Cincinnati has the courage tbus to speak out, although we regret that there 
Observatory. Although succeeding one of the best of American are any state associations which need such friendly wounds. It 
scientists at an arduous post, he acquitted himself with credit. is very certain if all school journals would follow the example of 
The last few years of his life he spent at the home of his 'son-in- the Bulle/itt such ' need \vould not exist very 10llg anywhere in 
law, Mr. Andre~ J. Rickoff, superintendent of the schools of the educational gatherings. 
city of Cleveland. He died at the ripe age of seventy, and leaves . -There are many student~ , teachers, professor~, publishers, 
an honorable name behind him. and others, now in these west~rn states, who are about starting 
-McGuffey's Readers are undergoing a thorough reVISIon. for their homes in the east, so as to be. there when the schools 
The work is in the hands of Prest. Hewett, of the Illinois Nor- aiJd colleges open next month. . Some of them stnp to see us as 
mal University; Miss· A. P. Funnell, of the Indiana State 'Nor- they pass through the city. We wish more would do so. All 
mal School; Supt. R. W. Stevenson, of Columbus, Ohio; and these persons will find the Pittsburg, Cincinnati & St. I Louis 
.T. W. Harvey, author of Harvey's Readers. Railway,-Pan Handle route,-very convenient for them. They 
-The Boston University is the only university in. this- coun- can remain in 'Chicago until 8 P. M. (trains on all other lines 
try which presents in Theology, Law, . and Medicine ' uniform, leave about 5 P. M.), and reach their eastern destination as early 
graded courses of instruction, covering thr~e ' scholastic years, as by any ot·her route. 
and which requires in each case, in order to graduation, the full -The second number of TIle American Antiquarian promises 
three years of study. In the Departm!!nt of Medicine it presents to be a very interesting one. It will contain about fourteen articles 
several essent,ial elements of a thorough reform in this depart- and twenty-five' cuts on archreology, including a full page cut of a 
ment of education, and now the announcement is made that two newly found table~. The contributions are as follows: "Eg) p- . 
new elective courses of three years will be introduced; the long tian .and Arizona Pottery Compared;" "I.ndian Tribe'S and 
lost degrees of Bachelor of Medicine and Bachelor of Surgery their Location, A D" 1750 ;" "Tokens of the Delaware Indians 
will be restored; ·two optional four year's' courses for those who in . Pennsylvania ;' '. "Gleanings," by Prof. ' S. S. Haldeman; 
wish to pursue their professional st\ldies with exceptional thor- "Indian Antiquities," by Alfred Gotschet, U. S. Geo\. Survey; 
.oughness, and with suitable leisure for collateral reading, wiil be "The Berlin Tablet," "The Wyoming Massacre," etc. etc. ' Send 
provided, and the lecture term of each year will be extended for a specimen copy to Brooks & Schinkel, Cleveland; Ohio, or to 
from five months to eight months. The sixth annual course of Rev. S. D. Peet, editor, Unionville, Ohio. 
lectures will commence Oct. 9, 1878. -Harvard and its Surroundings, published by Moses King, 
-The New York Teachers' Association has cause to remem- Cambridge, Mass., has been "revised, the number of illustrations 
ber the words of the wise man: "Faithful are the' wounds of a increased, the typography improved, and the order of the helio-
friend." The A:ssociation had its annu~l session at Albany a few types made to conform '~ith the order of the descriptions. " As 
weeks ago. It seems to .have been of the ordinary style of such it now appears it is certainly a valuable guide to the visitor at 
meetings, with possibly an' unusual amount of escaping '·'gas". Harvard, and must be treasured by all of Harvard's alumni. [t · 
Gur 'readers will enjoy the way in which the New York Scliool contains a bnef historical sketch, thirty-seven heliotypes, ind 
Bulletin announces its general impression of the meeting. We four wood engravings. All of the buildings connected with the 
reproduce exactly: . University, with their uses, and many of those of Cambridge, 
"The Albany· meeting offhe State Associatio!l was a glorious success. The are fully described; also many of the popular walks and resorts 
• atte.ndan~e. was vast; the discussions were courteous, spirited, and continued of the students. The author and publisher is one of the under-
un~l deCISions were. r~ached acceptab}e to a p~nounced majority; and the 
IU'tlon of the .~~~oclatio.n upon resoluhons subml.tted to it was so circumspect graduates of the college, and presents the sketches with genuine 
an~ yet so positive t~at It must exert stup~ndous Influence )1POP' coming legis- student enthusiasm. 
lahon. We regret tliat want of space forbids us to go IDtO particulars; but we 
~ . assu~~ our reade~ that .the thirty-third annual meeting of the Sote Assq- -Specimen pages of Ylu Sllilzil1g River, a new Sabbat h school 
clatlon wtll go down IDto hIStory as a marked event in the settlement of ques- • 
tions affecting our· educational interests. ' song book, published by Oliver Ditson & Co. , Boston, .indicate 
"N.B. The'abovei. a lie,butw.promi~iotell!t,toobligeour friends. Wetotdthe ago'od book for' children's singing. Compiled by H. S. and W. 
truth lut year, and thereby lost seven 5ubscnbers, besl0es a man who intended lQ...send on a 
postal card for t~o or three s~cimen copies .. Apprehen~ion that th!s fin~cial di5as--n-r-WIllII_-"O"'.c..P~er~k~i~n~s.,--~_=~======== 
be repea~ed, acung upon a mind naturally . timorous, bat Icared us u~to gtving the above re. . " 
port, which we have modeled upon that pnnted by our contempontnes last vear and likely 
to be duplicated upon this occasion. We suppose they believe it. We don't," J 
In a more particular account elsewhere, the editor 'speaks of the 
excessive ~peechifying as being mostly · done "by two or th~ee 
. wagging-tongued and conceited ex-officers who aiways seize an 
- opportunity to make themselves conspicuous, and whose appear-
ance an the tloOl' after the third OF fouI;th dose makes the.au-
. Efien.ce long fol' cool Siloam's shAdy ~ill, where nobody blows but 
the lily." As a.remedy he suggests: "Assign to eacn session 
oQ,e topic ct general interest; secure a paper by some one who 
REVIEWS. 
Natural Philosophy for' Beginners, with numc:rous examples. 
Part II. Sound, Light. and Heat. By I. Todh.unter. (Lon-
don & New York: Macmillan & Cd" pp. 427. Price $I.5o. )-1t 
seem:; like carrying coals to Newcastle to say anything cOlupli-
mentary t9 Mr .. Todhunter's·books, especiaUywhen addressing the 
upper grade of American teachers. His book, contaIn a larger 
amount of meat to the square inc.11ethan any books we knqw of ; and 
the one before us is no exception. While we cannot think it the 
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most perfect of Mr. Todhunter's various text-books. and ·while 
the works are abundant wh ich contain more ample illustrations and 
. more extended explanations, still we do not know where to look 
for a more condensed and a more lucid elementary statement up-
on th ~ subjects treated of than is contained in this little work. 
The examplcs- 400 in number-are of a very practical nature. 
The au thor reduccs to a minimum the amount of mathematics to 
be employed in these intricate. subjects, and inserts in the work 
enough of M.lthematical Preliminaries, about angles, sines, etc., . 
to enable a per;on who knows but little of Geometry to under-
stand the explanations and demonstrations. We commend the 
work to all teachers whether they are teaching elementary or 
more advanced ph ysics. A serious omission in the book is the 
want of an index. Probably. it was thought unneccessary be-
cause the book qoes not pretend to be anything but elementary. 
But a good index is none the less essential , if for no other than 
the important purpose of teaching " beginners" to appreciate 
and use indexes. 
A General Catalogue if Choice Books for the Library, compris- . 
ing a selection of the best books by ancient and modern authors 
in all departments of literature, science, and art, classified and 
priced . (C inci nnati: Robert Clark & Co. Pi:>· 238. p rice 
2s ·ce,!l ts.)-The best proof of the pudding is in the eating. We 
have had this catalogue on our table for two months, for the pur-
pose of learning what it is worth. It has been consulted frequently 
for ourselves and for our friends, and has not yet been found want-
ing. Todaya friend called who is engaged in replenishing and 
extending a library. He not only wan ted prices of particular books ; 
he wanted to see a good list of the books in various departments. 
We handed him this catalogue. In ten 'minutes he had just 
the inforrQation he desired. The work contains the rare feature 
in a catalogue-a first rate index. The whole work is a credit to 
this enterprising firm, and the entire bqok-buying and book· read-
i~g fraternity is placed under substantial obligation to it. 
1lfonroe's Readers. (Philadelphia: Cowperthwait & Co. F . S. 
Belden, agent, Chicago. )- The author of these books has long 
been before the American public as an eminent teacher of the 
art of oral expression. At different times he has been instructor 
in elocution in ·the Newton, Tufts, Waltham and Boston Univer -
sity Theological Seminaries ; Lecturer in Amherst and Williams 
Colleges ; for six years the Superintendent of Public Instruction 
in the Department of Reading in the city of Boston; and is 
now Dean of the Faculty of the School of Oratory of the Bos-
ton University. It has been only about five years since the 
' book~ were first published, and they are now extensively used 
th{"oughout New England, New York, Pennsylvania. Minnesota, 
Kansas, and other sections,-strong testimony to their merits. 
By the admission of the representatives of ri.val books, Monroe's 
readers rank among the very best of the various series of school 
readers. This might be expected from the ability and standing 
of the author. ' An examination of the books abundantly con-
firms it. In printing, binding, and paper, they are hardly excell-
ed. Their grading is good, and their reading matter is. well 
adapted . They are a su'perior working set of readers without 
any specially prominent features. 
Their great defect is a defect common .to a ll readers with 
which we are acquainted . They assume that the chief end to 
be attaint:d in teaching the art of reading is to impart the power 
ef oral expression; to convey to others ideas already lodged iIi 
the reader's mind. They do not sufficiently magnify the more 
important part, viz :-developing in ' the chiltl the power and the 
habit of snatching, as it were, from the printed page the fullness 
of the thought as expressed by the writer. Mr. Monroe himself 
seems to appreciate the value of this facult y. In "Hints to 
Teachers." in the Third Reader, he says : " It is better for a pu-
pil to express the idea, even if he_miscalls a word now a.nd then, 
than to read all the words and have no idea. A wrong idea is 
better than none at all. I t is time and labor sa.vc'] on all the 
other studies if pupils are taught to read intelligently ; inasmuch 
as intelligent reading is the key to all knowledge." . Again. in 
the F ifth Reader , he says : " Thought and emotion compel ex· 
pression." That is it exactly. And the WEEKLY would like to 
cry aloud with a voice to be heard in every school house in the 
land- Tn ordinary, every.day work, let mere oral readin~, sim: 
pie elocution , have a subordinate place. LabQr to make your pu-
pils comprehend the thought, and to feel the spirit of what they 
read. If you can accomplish that, you may rest assured t hat fair 
expression will not lag f~r behind. 
But let us repeat, these books are no exception with respect to 
this deficiency. 
In the higher books, th~ selections, as pieces of literature, are 
most excellent and from the very best sources. Prof. Monroe 
utters the sentiment of every thoughtful teacher when he says 
that the reading book has more influence in forming character 
than perhaps all other school-books united. We find no selec· 
t ion which even the most cautious teacher would wish removed . 
T he teacher who is looking out for new practical t.hol1ghts and 
suggestions in the teaching of rellding ""ill look in vain to ihese 
books. Very little attention-is paid· to the weakness ancl desi re 
forhelp'on the part oC th~ teachers. Th'ese books are tools evident-
ly designed for workmen who have learned the trade, and havefix · 
ed their methods bf work. There is nothing to i.nduce"a teach· 
'er to use the word method , if she never has used it, or the pho· 
nic method. Indeed, the entire absence of diacrilical marks, or 
of anything to indicate the otiose letters, leaves the impression 
that the au~hor bdieves in phonics mainly as a help to articula-
tion, and not as a means of dedphering words. \\" e are not 
sure but that we llgree with him. But when so many teachers 
are loud in praise of a method, and when so many ' more are 
groping rather blindly to get into it , it would seem at least kind 
in an author to give a few practieal hints in regard to the matter. 
The same thing might be said in regard 'to many other points~ 
But there are no books better adapted to the wants of teachers 
who know just what they ought to do and just how to.do it. 
NEW BOOKS FOR TEACHERS. 
[Pu6lislurs "'0)1 " cure aH aH"o",",m,,,t Of llui,. ;'nv juMkatiolU ill thistuukJ)l Ji,1 
6)1 s,,,Ji"r copiu to tlu ,dit"r , It;s tlu ira6u I/u&t a ful/ eUlcn'jltiq" q/' llu 60111l, i,.· 
dudi"r "",1'<:1, ,"Mild tlCcontpa_JI it. Mil,., Il xtl JUU" . d, k ,s will 6t ",tuf, q/ " .... 4S 
;olless mt".it . ,,,,. ar, q/ i,,/trut 10 tIM/urs. 
A"" 6DoR "a"ua ill ,4;s Iisl "'4Y 6,.6t.llUtJ iJy ftlrtlHlrtii-r till I'ic, I. IIlI ;_6n64. 
,rs cifTHB EDUCATIO NAL WUKLy·l 
BAKER , Andrew H . A short' and comprehem ive course of geometry ilnd trigonome. , . 
try, ~e.'i igned for gcnt:ral usc in schools and coJlcgl..>S. avo, pp. 180. N. Y.: P. O 'Shea, ' L SO 
HOOKER, Worthington. Science (or the school and fllmHy. Pt. I, natural phi1o.c;o ~ 
. phy. 2d ed., .rev. and enl. III. I2mo, PP 433 . N. Y.: H arper & Bros •• ~ . .. • . . ... 1.1 7 
J OHON NOT , J as . Principles and pnlctice of teaching. Svo, pp. 396. N . Y.: ·D. 
A pp)cton,& Co .. .. ... ............... .... .. .. . ..... . .. . .. . .. ..... ... . . .. . . . ....... 1 .50 
KID DLE, 'H enry, and Alex . J. Schclll .. vhe year.book of education for IS78. Svo, pp. 
. 426 . . $2; bdS. ,$t .25. N . Y. : E. Steiger . . . .. . ... . . . .. .. ...... ......... . ....... . . 
Ktt,I.~~Jc'II~h~~~: P:.Ft~II ~: .~.i:~~~~ .~f . . EI~~~~nd: .. ~~.~ : .e~.!. ~~~: .. I:.~O: . , ~ : : '.:. !~~~~2.00 . 
LE VY. J . T horough mc: t?~d VI . nntu ral me thod. A letter 10 Dr. Si\uvc:ur. 16mo, pp. 
o :016. 'Jf:tp. Bast : A. \ Vllhalns . • . ... . . ...••....• . . . • . • •• . ... . ••• . .• ,........ . . . 15 
MORRiS, Rev, R . and H <;. Howen. ~1;gli5h grallltn3.r exercisc:s. (Lit . primer, cu. 
by J. R . Green.) 16mo. li lex. N. Y. .. D. Appleton & Co .. , ................. ........ ..... ... . . .. 5 
WARD, Durbin. American coinage :md currency. An essay re,'ld befoa:e the social 
science congress a t Cincillll!ltl , May 22. Svo, pp. 20. ])ap. Cin. : Robt. Clarke & Co. to 
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Educational Intelligence. 
EDITORS. 
4fa;III-Prof. J. Marshall Hawkes, PrinCipal Greely Institute, CUpiberland Center. 
Colorado-HOD. J. C. Shattuck, State -Supt. Public Instruction, Denver. 
. JowtJ-j. M. DeArmond, Principal GrammarSchool No. s. Davenport. 
JIU"ou-Prof. john W. Cook, Illinois Normal University, Normal. 
ltu/la"a-j. B. Roberts, Principal High School, Indianapolis. 
Wuc"lUi#-J. Q. Emery, Supt. Public Schools, Fort Atkinson. 
Mi""esota--O. V. Tousley, Supt. Public Schools, Minneapolis. 
Dak.la-W. M. Bristolt, Supt. Public Schools, Yankton. 
Ohio-R. W. Stevellion, Supt. Public Schools, Columbus. 
Ne6rasia--pror. C. B. Palmer, State University, Lincoln. 
MI'cn,ga.-Henry A. Ford, Kalamazoo. 
Tlu Btut-pror. Edward johnson, Lynn, Massachusetts. 
Tlu S."I"-Prof. Geo. A. Chase, Principal Female High School, LouISville, Ky. 
Orde.,rs i"r zuscr;;U"" may 6e se"t i" the a6l1Ve etlittlrz, iF 6reierreJ. Itemz t1/ td,u-;. 
tatio"al flews are iflvlt,tl /r,,":' superi"tt lU/etlts a"J ttaclurl. 
'CHICAGO, AUGUST 15, 1878. 
THE STATES. 
IOWA.-At Fort Madison, about, fifty teachers have been in attendance. 
, _The institute has been interesting and successful, conducted by N. C. Camp-
bell, assisted by Albert McCalla, the former of Keokuk hIgh School, and the 
latter of Parsons College, Fairfield. 
J. W. Carey will teach in Centerville next year. 
Institute in Buchanan county continues five weeks. Commenced July 
29. Number enrolled the first week, 125. It is conducted by Mr . W. A. 
Varker, the county superintendcnt, assisted by Mr. Robertson, of the Wa-
terloo scbool, and the principals of the Independence schools. 
Institute in Cedar county closed la~t week. Number of teachers enrolled, 
140. Conductor Mr. J. Valentine, one of the oldest of Iowa teachers, having 
taughtfor twenty· four years in the state. The nor}llal is one of the best. Miss 
, " Hanna, of Marshalltown, teaches a model school of little boys and girls all 
under nine years of age. A model school by name, and a. model scbool in 
its operation: " 
'Miss E. E . Frink, county superintendunt of Cedar county, materiallyas. 
sists Mr. Valentine in leading the institute. 
OHIO.-The sixth annual examination and commencement of the Ohio 
Central Normal School, at Worthington, occurred July 24, 25, 26 • . A new 
and noticeable step was taken by Principal Ogden in pro"iding tbat the com· 
mencement exercises sbould be entirely professional. Eleven .of the thirty-
four Graduates were kindergartners. Prof. Ogden reasoned thus: If medical 
colleges, theological seminaries, and law schools require theses on profession-
al topics as ~vidences of ability to practice why not the normal school? 
The annual session of the Summit County Teachers' Institute, at Akron, 
will commence AUg. 19, and continue two weeks. The corps of instructors 
consists of A. B. Johnston, Avondale; Delia A. Lathrop Williams, Dela-
ware; Samuel Findley, Akron, 
S. H. HERRIMAN, Pres't, 
N . J . MALONE, Sec'y, 
. MICHIGAN.-Some changes bave taken place in tbe University Faculty. 
Henry B. Parsons has resigned his position as assistant in the chemical labor-
atory, to acct pt a place in the department of agriculture at Washington. 
Calvin Thomas, of the class of '74, and late of tbe Grand Rapids schOlls, bas 
been appointed instructor in Greek, at a salary of $900, in place of A. H . 
Pattengill, who has bee'n Assistant Professor of Greek for several years at a 
salary of $1.800. The Assistant Professorship is abolished. Prof. PettIe is 
appointed Professor of Mining and Engineering. 
Supt. Sill, of Dotroit, is named a refere~ for the Regents in the Beal-Steene 
, collection, one, half of which the Rege.nts take in liguidation of the judgment 
against Rose, witb Dr. :\(ost, of Adrian, as alternate. . 
T . R. Chase, of Detroit, is employed to compile a catalogue containing the 
names of all graduates of the University since its organization. 
Kimpay Saito, the Japanese student who graduated from the Law Depart-
ment last spring, has been appointed Superintendent of the high school of 
Hirosinia, in hi> native land, and in tbis position has under control the educa-
tion of the wbole province. 
Prof. Ten Broeck, late of the univer;ity, is going to open a boarding-school 
for American young ladies in G~meva, Switzerland, next October. ' 
Hope college has been reorganized, with Dr. G. H. Mandeville, as Presi-
dent. Dr. Phelps, formerly President, and Dr. Crispell, Professor of Tholo. 
gy, retire. Profs. Scott, Beck, Shields, Doesberg, and Kollen retain their po-
sitions. 
Several towns in the state are troubled about their school affairs. In Hrigh-
ton, Livingston Co., at the annul meeting in July, after a bot -discussion, a 
resolution passed last year probibiting the use of the Bible in the schools, was 
rescinded. In Hartford, Van Buren Co., political differences complicated 
. the affair. In Fairgrove, Tuscola Co., where the School Board refused a cer-
tificate or contract to a Miss Moore, the indignity was inflicted upon ritem of 
having their premise. visited at night, and tile manes and tails of their horse ;--
sheared. 
MISSOURI.-The institute at Bethany was quite successful-tbe ipterest 
good. All the teachers were subscribers to some educational journal. Tbe 
WEEKLY was well represented among them. . 
The American Journal of Education, St. Louis, expreSses great satisfac. 
tion with the renomination of Hon. R. D. Shannon as State Superiniendent, 
and says that "a nomination is equivalent to an election." The August num-
ber of this iournal, by the way, is unusually excellent, which is .aying:a good 
deal. 
WISCONSIN.-D. O. Hibbard is reemployed as principal at Oconomowoc, 
at a salary of $85 a montb. He employs bis wife to render all necessary 
assistance without extra pay. Another gentleman offered the serVices of 
bimself and wife in the same 'way for $6,0 a montb, and now the Free Press 
calls on tbe school board "to explain wby this waste ,of the people's, money" 
as if it had nofbeen possible to hire the work done for $50, or even $40 p~r 
montb! ' , 
Prof. J. W. Stearns, of Chicago, late of a normal school in the Argentine 
Republic, S. A., has accepted the presidency of the Whitewater Normal 
school. The prospects are said to be unusually good for a full attendance of 
students this fall. 
PENNSYLVANIA.-H. S. Jones bas been reelected superintendent of the 
Erie public Schools; 
DAKOTA TERRITORY.-riakota's Annual Territorial Teachers' Institute is 
appointed to be held at Sioux Falls. commencillg Tuesday, Sept. 24, 1878. 
Yankton County Teachers' Instit~te will occur in Yankton, Sept. 2-7. _ 
A. A. CROSIER, Treas. 
• Exuutive Cqmmittee. ILLINOls.-The Champaign County Daily Normal comes to us fresh from 
Prof. J. Fraise Richard, as president, will open the first session of the the institute, as vigorous and interesting as a Chicago daily or a first class 
Mansfield Normal College at Mansfield, Sept. 10, 1878. school. F. A. Parsons is Treasurer, and Rev. M. E. Moore Mano.ging Ed-
The State University secures an able professor from TIlinois, in the person itor. 
of Prof. S. W. Robinson. Sup!. A. R. Sabin, of Lake county, begins a two weeks institute at Lake 
Tbe principal salaries in Cleveland for next year have been fixed as .feil- Forest next Monday. This is the first general meeting of teachers which has 
lows: Superintendent, $3,300; Supervising Principals (2), $2,000; Music been held in Lake county for several years. 
T~acher, $1,800; Drawing Teacher, $1,700; Writing Teacher, $1,500; Su- Of the sixty pupils in Professor Hamill's Summer School of Elocution 
pervising Principal of the Primary Grades, $1,200; Principal of the Normal two thirds have already secured situations as teachers of elocution.-Jackson: 
'School, $2,100; Assistants, $900; Training Teachers (2), $800; Principal ville Daily Journal. Aug. 4, I878. . 
West High School, $2,000. Male Assistants (2), $1,500; Male Assistant, Forty.one teachers attended the institute at Wenona. Prof. J . A. HolmeS, . 
'1,150; Female Assistants, $1,000 and $800; A Grammar Principais;$I,ooO,. director. A fine catalogue will be published by the WEEKLY. 
$goO, and $800. In Jacksonville, Prof. Hamill, superintendent of schools in Louisiana Mo., 
W. S. Eversole has been reelected superintendent at Woo~ter. gave very thorough instruction. Dr. Hamill, of Jacksonville, gave inte:esting 
}I'or the above items we are indebted to the Ohio Educational Monthly, and instructive talks on the circulation of the blood, using the microscope. _ 
which always abounds in local and personal intelligence, as well ~vir.1uable Besides this annual institute, there is in this county a teachers' association 
contributions. - w btclriiieets-ea-clniiOn!lithroughout the year. There is also a teachers li-
Alex Forbes, for several years past principal of the Cleveland Normal brary. Henry Higgins is county superintendent. 
School, ~as accepted an ' offer from Shc:ldon '& Co. to act as their agent at At Robinson, about 4~ st';ldents are in attendance at. the institute. All regular. 
Cleveland. Elroy M. Avery becomes hiS successor. ' .. The McLean. co.unty Instlt~te beg~n ~ug. 5. It Will continue three \Veeks. 
A .. Harvey, Pans,15 conductmg an Institute at home. Everything goes swim-
mmgly. NEBRASKA.-For the six vacanoies in the Lincoln public sChools there 
were 125 written applications. ' 
L. B. Fifield, of Kearney, editor of Literary Notes, announces himseU as 
ready to, make engagements to lecture before societies m any part of the state. 
Professor Woodben,' has resigned bis position in the University, and"tbe 
money at the command of t1ie Regents is too limited to permit them to ap-
pomt a successOr. 
The ~ffingham county Institnte is now in s7"si~n. Supt. Scott is in charge. 
Supenntendent Etter announces that exammations of applicants for State 
Teacbers' certificates will be held as follows: At Ottawa, La Salle 'county, 
Aug. 8, and, 9 ;- Geneseo, Henry county, Aug. 27,28, and, 29; DeKalb, De-
Kalb county, Aug. 27,28, and 29; Shelbyville, Shelby county,jAug. 27, 28, 
and 29; Flora, Clay cO~ty~ Aug. 27, 28,and 29. 
August IS, 18i'8] The Educational Weekly. 
H orne and School. 
THE SCHOLAR'S SWEETHEART. 
EDGAR FAWCETT. 
All day he toils with zeal severe 
On something learnedly polemic. 
From Harvard he retumed last year, 
With bounteous honors academic. 
His parents name him but in praise, 
His little sisters quite adore him, 
And all the loving household lays 
Allegiance willingly before him. 
What forms his labor, week by week? 
They could not, undersland-oh, never! 
'Ti~ something eminently Greek, 
'Tis something intricately cl,"ver. 
But still his task, unfinished yet, 
He shapes with industry unflagging, 
And writes his trealise Ihat shall set 
The heads of noted pundits wagging. 
1s it of HQmer's doubtful lines? 
Or yet some question, subtly finer, 
or whether certain famous wines 
Were first obtained from Asia Minor? 
Is it of dialects impure? 
Is it some long-fought rule' of grammar? 
Is it old Sanscrit roots obscure? 
Is it that wearisome digamma? 
But whether this, or whether that, 
Through fragrant fields, when work is ended, 
While darkly wheels the zigzag bat, 
And all the west is warnlly splendid, 
He steals to meet in loving wise, 
With eager steps that do not tarry, 
A rosy girl, whose shining eyes 
Grow tender as she calls him "Harry." 
What altered thoughts can she awake, 
This pearl of sweethearts, best and fairest! 
And what a contrast does she make . 
To " Comments 011 the Second Aorist!" 
So strongly round him can she throw 
Her dazzling spells of sweet retention, 
'Tis doublful now if he could go 
Correctly through his First Declension. 
For while near mossy meadow bars, 
With spirit thrilled by sacred pleasures, 
I-Ie hngers till the dawn of stars, 
. He lingers by the girl he treasures, 
This grave young scholar scarcely knows 
If Hector was a fighting seaman, 
If lofty Pindar wrote in prose, 
Or Athens lay in Lacedremon ! 
-Harper's Magazine. 
[From tbe New York Times.] 
A ROMANCE OF THE SCHOOL· ROOM. 
THERE is in a Iural Ken~ucky village ~ middle·aged, gray-haire~ school· teacher. He is near-sIghted, excessIVely bashful, and densely Ignorant 
of the nature and habits of girls. Everybody concedes that he is a good man, 
but he bas always been believed to be as impervious to ro~ance as is a rhi-
noceros in a traveling menagerie. And yet into this dry imd mathematical 
person's prosaic life has lately come a unique and charming romance, and he 
has been led to ~tudy girls and thei~ uses with an interest even greater than 
that which he formerly found)n _compound fractions and cube roots. 
- Last winter this remarkable man was engaged to teach the Harlansville 
district school. He did not know a soul in the vi1\ag~, but the school trus-
tees. knowing that he had conducted the male deparlment of a Frankfort 
school with eminent success, engaged him at a large salary. The Harlans-
ville scholars included the youth of both _sexes, and were, for the most part, 
orderly and industrious. There was, however, one girl ;in the scliool who 
'was probably the most mischievous,:and_~reckless of her sex . . There is no 
doubt that Miss Alice, as she was generally called, was a very pr~tty girl, and 
no one claimed that she was guilty of any serious crimes. Still, she' was 
never out of mischief, and would plan and execute enterprises from which 
the average boy would shrink in terro!_ When it is added that·she was IS 
years old, and unusually large for her age, it will be perceived that she was 
well adapted to render the life of a school-teacher unspeakably wretched. . 
When Miss . Alice first saw the" new teach'er she at once perceived that he 
was admirably adapted to be teased. His manifest bashfulness and the inno-
cent, unsophisticated expression of his kindly, but far from handsome face 
stimulated her mischievous propensities to the ulmost. She began her perse: 
cution witilOut delay, and carried it on with immense success. Time and 
space would fail were it attempted to catalogue the various devices by which 
she plagued the patient teacher. It was not long, however, before he dis-
covered that the demure Miss Alice was at the bottom of all "the mischief in 
school, though she was too astute to permit herself to be detected in any overt 
act. One ' of her favorile methods of harassing the good teacher was to pre-
tend to an ardent admiration for him. She would constantly go to his desk 
on Ihe pretext of asking his help in her lessons, and while he was lahoriously 
explaining how this sum should be done, or how Ihat \'erb should be parsed, 
she would stand 'by his side gazing at hi", with an air of hopeless and pas-
sionate attachment which filled the scholars with the w.ildest delight, Then', 
too, she would constantly manage to touch, with apparent unconsciousness, 
the teacher's hand or shoulder, or would lean over him so that her breath 
would fan his sparse and delicate hair. The uneasiness betrayed by the in-
nocent man in these circumstances was excessive.!y ludicrous, and delighted 
the naughty girl and her fellow· pupils unspeakably. . 
The day came however, when Miss Alice, grown careless by long impunity, 
was detected in the act of. firing at another girl with a bean-shooter. This 
was a crime for which the inexorable penalty was "rulering." The teacher 
would have given much to avoid the necessity of "rulering" a girl, but if he 
.uffered Miss Alice's offense ·to pass without punishment he knew that he 
wOlild be accused of unfairness, an'd that the discipline of tre school would 
be deslroyed. With a heavy heart he called her up for punishment, and or-
dered her to hold out 'her hand. She held it out smilingly and unflinchingly, 
and when the punishment was ended. she deliberately threw her arms around 
the teacher's neck and kissed him. "I always return a kiss for a blow," she 
explamed, as soon as the teacher recovered breath and consciou,ness; "for 
mother always taught me to do so." . Having said this, she went calmly hack 
to her seat, ~nd the teacher, wishing that the earth would open ~nd hide 
him, tried to calm his beating heart by studying history from a ,pelling-book 
held upside down. 
The cup of his misery was hy no means full. There was a ru'le in school 
that whoever climbed the fence into the next yard and stole apples from Dea-
con Walkins' apple-tree should be flogged. The teacher, in order to check 
the growlh of Ihls terrible vice, had distinclly announced that this rule would 
b.e inexorably enforced, no matter who might be the culprit or what def~nse 
might be offered. Of course, it was never for a moment imagined that any 
girl could climb a fence and an apple-tree, and hence tIie teacher was Iio~ri. 
fied to discover, as he approached the school-hou~e one morning, Miss Alice 
perched on a limb of the apple-tree and tossing apples .to the rest of Ihe 
scholars. When he reflected that he was pledged to inflict upon her the 
severest punishment known to t!'e school code, his knees smote together and 
he felt that dealh would be sweet and welcome. 
It was the custom to flog culprits at the morning recess, and when the 
teacher notified Miss Alice that she should remain in the school· room during 
recess, tbe other. scholars chuckled with glee, and the girl herself was seen to 
hlush. When recess came, and Ihe guilty girl was left alone wilh the teacher 
the excitement of the play ground was immense, and the large boys bet im~ 
mense quantities of tops and slate-pencils in favor of or against the probabili-
ty that Miss Alice would be-in fact, punished: One enterprising boy 
climbed the lightning.rod and looked iii at the window. It is on his evidence 
that the remainder of lhe story rests. 
"He never even offered to lick her," testified the disappointed boy. "He just 
called her up. anei said, , ays he, 'Allie;, I'd a darned sight sooner many yoU' 
than lick you.' Then says Allie: 'It is about the- 'ame thing anyhow, so if 
you say marry, I'm with you.' Then the old man, he kissed her, and that's 
. how it ended. There ain't no fairness about no teacher. He wouldn't have 
let a boy off ihat way, you bet." 
Doubtless the preci<e language of the tea9her and of Mjss Alice were not 
correctly reported, but the main features of the boy's evidence were undoubt. 
edly true. The teacber was married last week, and has since repeatedly said 
that mathematics arc all very well, but that man needs to cultivate his emo-
tional nature and tl? d~velop his domestic affections. His romance certainly 
came to him late, an~ in an unexpected way, but those who have seen his 
young.!'ife think that he. i. a man to be envied. 
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Practical Hints and Exercis(!s. 
WHAT HAPPENED. iA Recitation_] . 
A very respectable Kangaroo 
Died week before last in Timbuctoo ; 
A relnarkable accident happened to him' 
He was hung head down from a banyan-limb. 
The Royal Lion made proclamation 
• For a day of fasting and lamentation, 
Which led to a curious demonstration, 
The Elephant acted as if he were drunk-
He stood on his head, he trod on his tru nk ; 
An over·sensitive she· Gorilla 
Declared that the shock would surely kill her; 
A frisky, gay, and frolicsome Ape 
Tied up h,s tail with a yard of crape; 
The Donkey wiped his eyes wtth his ears I 
The Crocodile shed a bucket of tears ; 
The Rhinoceros gored a young Giraffe 
Who had the very bad taste to laugh ; 
The Hippopotamus puffed and blew, 
To show his respect for the Kangaroo; 
And a sad bu! indignant Chimpanzee 
Gnawed all the bark from the banyan. tree. 
-St. Nicholas. 
JUST WHAT TO DO AND HOW TO DO IT; IN TEACHING 
BEGINNERS IN READING. 
FIRST let each child be provided with slate, -pencil, and sponge. The slateS should be of the same size, if possible, therefore it is better that 
the t~acher purchase them. Th~se are all the implements needed. 
For the first work, place in script chl!racters on the blackboard a few simple, 
on_e-syllabled words, such a~ for eX'l.mple, ."dog, cat, doll," etc. 
Have a short conversational lesson with the children about their pets, and 
produce pictures also, to excite their interest; then turn their attention to the 
board, whereon are such words as 1 have indicated above. 
Point to dog, telling the children that this IIItans dog, or is the wdrd dog, 
and have them look closely to th~ word. DJ Ihe same wiill" (at and doll; 
then drill carefully on the words; .. lacing them in different parts of the board, 
- to see whether they wiII recognize them. Let the different children point out 
the words as required by the teacher. The drill should be very ahart, so as 
not to weary the liitIe ones. After the lesson is over, have them take slates 
and pencils, and endeavor to make some simple marks, to teach them how to 
use their pencils, and to produce variety. 
Rtasons.-I. I would begin with blackboard worN, because the children 
- cnn ha.ve no interest in dull books, in which they do not know a single char-
acter, nor even know how tq hold them. Besides the teacher can best secure 
the individual attention of the children by directing all eyes to one place on 
the blackboard. 
2. I would use the script charactt .. s instead of p .. inttd ones, because it is 
very important that the pupils he taught writing' as early as po.sible, and as 
they are always trying to copy what is on the board, in a short time they will 
have learned to make the charact~, bestdes fixing the words they represent 
more firmly -in their minds. 
Again, unless the teacher can print P"futty the children will not easily see 
the resemblance between her printing and that in the books, and her work 
)Yould be lost. As I said before, the children will copy what is on the board, 
and learn to print instead of to writt, which would be time lost. 
In the succeeding lesoons I would teach simple familiar object-words until 
they have learned quite a list. Keep all the words that the children have 
learned on some_part of the board, for review,-as a review upon all should 
be given nearly every day, 
The teacher will be surprised to see how animated the children will become 
in selectini th~ difier~nt words from tbe group, and how accurately ,they will 
point them out. _ 
After each lesson tbe teacher should allow the children to take their slates 
and penciIa and endeavor to copy the simple words, or simple strokes, accord-
ing to the discretion of the teacher. 
I think they will learn quite easily twenty-five words in two weeks' time, 
afler which it would be w(Oll to· place the same words ID simple sentences, as: 
"The dog is blaell," etc., (always beginning the sentence with a capital, and 
terminating with a period:) _ 
In teaching tbe sentences, give coriv~national le~scns similar to the first 
ones, and for the same purpose. Drill on these new- words introduced'as witli 
the first object.words, taking one or two sentences a day, until aU the first · 
learned words are disposed of. I would give three reading~ lessons in the 
forenoon and two in the afternoon, but they should be very short, and inter· 
spersed wi.th some light exercises, as gymnastics, marching, etc. If the 
teacher is ingenious she will introduce such a variety into the lessons tbal each 
recitation will seem like a new lesson to the pupil . 
Say not one word yet to the children about the letters composing the words. 
Teach the individual word as if it were but one character. 
This work with seript characttrs, ought to continue two months (during 
which time the pupils are -learning to write) . At the end of that ti~e the 
children will be able to read almost ail simple sentences composed of the 
commonlst words. -
If the teacher has been thorough in her work, she will have little truublc 
in giving the following lessons which should he on the printtd charadtri. 
For this purpose she may use charts, containing simple words and sentences , 
similar to those already given in the script teaching. Proceed in the same 
manner with the new lessons as with the old ones, al ways remem~ering tu 
have plenty of variety in drill. _ 
The children should continue with the chart exercises seven or eight weeks, 
by which time they will be ready to take their books and learn to spell. 
The teacher will find no difficulty now in teaching the letter. that compose 
the words.-Ohio Educational Monthly. • 
Tbe following excell~nt hints were given by a practical speaker at }he reo 
cent meeting of the Detroit teachers -, "Have a clear, well-defined idea of, 
the kind of school you want. HilVe in I!lind an imaginary model schJol, but 
do not be discouraged if you fail many times before you altaID this ; each-day's 
determined Walk will bring it ·nearer. Teach pupils how to study. Teach 
them how to get f~om a Dook the thoughts which it contains. Much time is 
wasted in getting ready for work. TQo often when you enter the room there 
is the appearance of getting ready for inspection. Teach pupils to attend to 
busineso, to do the work assigned them at the proper hme, and to do one 
thing at a time. In hearing recitations be interested yourself; be enthusiastic; 
have a >oul in the work. If you are obliged to punish, do it out of schooL 
If a nything unpleasant has occurred during the day between the teacher and 
any of the p\lpils .. never allow the school to close without dropping some 
pleasant word which Will cause all to leave the room _ with ~ood feeling. 
Cultivate in pupils, as far as possible, self respect and self.government. Never 
attempt to ferret out mischief without certainty of success; better let It pass 
than fail in the a!tempt. In :;overning your school do not lower yourself to 
the level 01 your pupils, but always be dignified and gentlemanly in your de· 
portment in all the little tbings that pertain to the government of your school, 
thus silently and imperceptibly lifting them up to a higher standard." 
Mr. J. G. Fitch, Regent's Park, Ont., thus summarizes the requirements for 
the complete equipment of a skillful and accomplished school teacher, in re-
ply to a circular letter of the .Rev. E. Atkinson, Vlce-Chancellur of the Uni· 
ver, ity of Cambridge, relative to the establishment of some system of profes· 
sional training and examination of teachers in the University: 
I. Accurate and abundant knowledge of the ~ubjects he has to teach . 
2. Sufficient general culture and knowledge to enable him to see what "be 
teaches in ils trut: relation to other subj ~cts, and as a ,part of a liberal educa· 
tion. 
3. Acq",!intance w!th Mental Phtl?sophy in its special bearing on the 
manner in which the mtellectual faculties are to be cultivated, and knowledge 
is to be acquired. 
4. A knowledge of the best methods of instruction, of economizing tim'e, 
matenal, and teaching power in school, and in the art.and science of educa· 
tion generally. 
5. Some acquaintance with the hl.tory -and literature of t:ducation, and with 
the works and methods of eminent teachers. 
6. Practi~al and successful experience in the conduct of a school. 
7. Natural aplltude and love for teaching. ' 
Gov. Seymour,_of New York, in a recent address before-the school super. 
intend~of that stat, ·n which he recommended the use of short words in 
conversatioh and writing, illustrated the advant~ges of their use .by an excep-
tionally clear speech, composed almo.t altogether of words of one or two 
syllabl~. One passage will .how this and tell a whole~ome truth besides, 
"We must not only think in words, but we must also try to use the best wbrds, 
and those which, in speech, will put most clearly what is in our minds into 
the minds o( others. This is the great art to be gained by those who wish to 
teach in the school, the cburch, at the bar, or through the press. To do Ih .. 
in the right way they should, as a rule, use the short_ words which we learn in 
early life, and which have the sarue seruoe to 'all classes of men _) They art:_ 
, the best for the teacher, the orator, and the poet." 
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PUBLISHERS' DEPARTMENT. 
BACK NUMBERS of the WBKKLV will be furnished for Bo~~~d c~~~u l~~c~o~~~~;~H:I~piroi:o~~~,a~~t~dbe had for 
'S.oo. e lVerS alone, 75 cents: . .. If notice is sent us of a mlssmg number Immediately on 
. receipt of the ,tex t number, we will mail it free. Always 
give the nU7116er of the paper, not the date. 
In ordering a change in the address of your paper, always 
give the postoffice and state/rom which you wish the ad· 
dress cbanged. . 
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION. 
,z.50l'er year (50 Nos.); '[.50 per volume (25 Nos.). In 
clubs 0 five, 'z.z5 and '1:3f' In clubs of ten, ,z .~ an~ f~ries ~~rRe~Ji~~hR~~r!:'~afor~z~:'~' ye~~t ~a~~~l~~ T~: 
va1!h~lr~~ ::;;.};~epald for by each subscriber is on the a~­
dress-label. The paper will not be sent beyond that number 
unless the subscripuon is renewed, which should be done 
tWO weeks In advance. 
Remittances &hould be sent by registered letter , draft, or 
postoffice money order, payable to V AlLB & WtNCHRJ.L. 
TERMS OF ADVERTISING. 
Per line, a~ate measure, 10 cents ea~h insertior;" Wh~n a 
speciallocauon is chosen, 12 cents a hI!e. SpeCial NotiCes, 
in publishers' Department, 25 cents a hne. 
Special· ratc..o; for twelve, six, and three months' contracts. 
Orders from stranKers must be paid monthly in advance. 
Copy Fhould be received by Saturday noon, prevIous to 
date of issue. 
Each advertising page of THB EDUCAT~ONAL WHRKLY 
contains three columns, each column ~en mches, and one 
illrsof~':{::::is~~e:~t will be inserted for less than one dollar, 
Address all communicati0'V llLE & WINCHELL, 
81 Ashland Block, cor. Clark and Randolph St!;. 
Chicago, 111 . 
'1"'0 ADVERTIBERS.-The WERKLY furnishes abo 
solutely the only means of reaching the great ma/' ority 
of teachers and school board~ in the ~est by a sing e ad-
verusement. The WBBKLY IS found 10 the hands of nearly 
every ~raded school principal and supertntendent in the 
Northwestern States, and quite generally throughout the 
wholt: country. There is no other weekly journal of edu-
cation published west of New York cltyt.and no"e (If any 
ki"d in the states of Michigan, Illinois, Minnesota, N'"ebras-
ka, 3I\d several oth~rs. In eac~ of the W~tem Sta.tc..o; it 
hal a tiopecial !.tate editor. who furnishes .5uRi.clent news Items }"cnder the WBBKLY valuable as a local Journal (or each !~ate. It has alst) spe~ial ~dit,?rs for .the~outh anq th~ Ea .. t, 
~nd is s teadily iucreas10g Its c!r~ulauon 10 those sectl0I!s of 
country. The rates of ad.ver.tlS1!,g ~re very low, e5.peclally 
on long contracts, a:1d an IDVllatton.ls respectfully extended 
b the publishers to test. the meT1~ of the \VBB~LV.as an 
aXvertising medium. Estimates furDlshed on apphcatlon to 
. ,he publisheti!. 
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'fO SUPERINTENDENTS,.TEACHERS , AND 
SCHOOL BOARDS.- The advertlflements published 
. THB EDUCATIONAL WBBKLY are a part of the paper. 
Th informatil:ln contained in them i5 often the most valu.1ble 
to be found in the paper, They repreaent the business of 
the leading book publishers and others with whom all teach-
er5 and schools must have more or less trade. Th~y should 
be read e"ery week: and w~en y.ou want to avail yours~lves 
of any of their offers, w~lte directly. to the adve.rtlsers 
. nd mentifl tl Ike advert,U1IUllt wInch. Jlou saw w the 
WB8KLY. An advertisement usually contains the adver-
tiaer's hest offer, and if It is not specifically mentioned ID 
your letter, yOll may not be favor~d by the hest terms. He-
sides, you fa":,or all partie-c;; concerned when you answer ad-
vertisementsln that way. 
= 
_ Read the new advertisement of Vassar Col-
lege. 
_This week we hue a new advertisement from 
S. C. Griggs & Co. Read it carefully. 
_Prac;ical teachers are inviled to send us noles 
and outlines of their.me.hod" for publication in the 
WEEKLY. 
-W. R. Smith's Text-book of English Phonol-
ogy will receive the editor's notice soon. It is 
worth sending for. 
-We call particular attention to the advertise-
ment of H. W. E.I.worth. When once read it 
wi11 be attended to. 
-Van Antwerp, Bragg & Co. are publishing a 
select list of books in the WEEKI.Y. Notice their 
·prices for sample copies. 
_Morgan Park Military Academy ranks among 
the best schools of its kind. See the card in the 
column of "Academies." 
~ The number following your name on the pa-
per is .the number with which your subscription 
wi11 expire. See that it is renewed two weeks be-
fore expiration. 
_George Sherwood & Co., whose column will 
be found on this ?aie, are .proud of their new 
The Educational Weekly. 
Bmf History of the American People, which 
the WEEKLY will review soon. 
-The circulation of the WEEKLY is largest in 
Illinois, Iowa, Wisconsin, and Michigan. It may 
be found in most graded schools of .Minnesota,' 
Kansas, Nebraska, and in many parts of every state 
in the union. 
-Teachers who are thinking of using new text-
books next fall will do well to examine the list pub-
lished in this number of the WEEKLY by Potter, 
Ainsworth & Co. The list is not extensive, but it 
is composed of fir~t class works. 
-The Regents' Questions, advertised in the 
WEEKLY by DavIs, llardeen & Co., wiJI be found 
just the aid to practical examiners that they lOre 
claimed to be. Send to the publishers for their cat-
alogue of "School Bulletin Publications." 
-Our readers will not fail to notice the new ad-
vertisements thIS week, among them Ihe "New 
Grammar," by Prof. Abbott. J. C. McCurdy & 
L. o. call for agents. "W" wants a position as prin-
CIpal or superintendent. His case is worth attend-




TOPICAL ANALYSIS of DeSCflplive Geography, Uniled 
States History, Practical Arithmetic, and Physiology and 
Hygiene. For lise in Common Schools, Normal Schools, 
and Teachers' In5titut~s. Revised Edition, pp. 76. By 
George S. Wedw;wood, Supermlendent of Schools at At-
lan tic, Iowa. Price 30 cents. Chicago: Vaile & Winchell . 
1~he Second Edition 01 this popular work IS now ready for 
deliver>: •. It has been en~trely re.writtC'n, and enlarged by 
~he addition d an !,nalysis 01 the subject of Arithmetic. It 
IS the most conveDlent and useful book yet written for insti-
tute, normal school, and grammar Ichool Instructors The ~ubjects are systematically outlined so that h Is imm'aterial 
wh~ther a class is supplied with uniform text-books or not. 
h IS well adapted to any good text-book and hence is of 
great advantage to county instiwtes and ~chools where a 
diversity of books rrevails . ]t saves to the teacher the great 
I?-bor a nd time 0 copying on the blackboard or of dicta-~lng, an outline for review or recitation and to the pupils the 
Immense ' burden of writing the outli~e' down for. their own 
use: They are not in .danger of making errprs in copymg 
their ontline, or of 105109 the paper upon which it if' writ-
~~i'lit~~nd for a copy an convance yourself of its surpassing 
TESTIMONIALS. 
The following are a few of the opinions expressed C(\~\­
ceming the first edi tion: 
Jtr.011t Miss A66ie Gifford, MarsAalltO'fu., la . . 
1 find It well adapted to the purposes for which you design 
It, and can most heartily recommend it to teachers and stu-
dents . 
From 80". AloIIs;o A6enuthJl. 
For the us.e of student~ s0l!lewhat advanced, and particu. 
larly for reViews, I commler It a work of practical value. 
Fro", Sarah E. Mcl1ltoslt., joliet, Ill. 
I am lIIud, pleased with the pariS 1 have examined. * • 
• I particu/arlJl like your dwic;;ion of our history into ;ou.r 
periods. It is the most easy and the olfly lI'atural division 
The arrangement of Geography is most excellent. In Physi: 
ology and Hygiene the best topical arrangement I have ever 
seen. 
From Supt . Aaron Gove, De"'lJer, CD/. 
Your Topical Analysis is good. I like it. 
From D. G. PerkitlS, Des Moillez , la. 
I have given the work especial attention. 1 believe it pos-
ses!'es real merit, as the subjects arc arranged, not only toji· 
cally, but systematically, and it can not fai materiai'y to 
:I1~~:edlfe"x~:~~~~~ r~~e~~'hi~~.IIY those who have had but 
Retail price. 30 cents. Discount to the trade. Copies 
for examination sent postpaid on receipt of retail price. No 
attention paid to orders unaccompanied by the cash . 
Addre!HI the publishers, 
VAlLE & WINCH'ELLJ r 
. Chicago, 111. 
YOUIlJr Men, Learlt TeleJrralJky, 
AND EARN FROM ~o TO •• 00 A MONTH 
THE YEAR AROUND. 
Situations furnished. Small salaries while practicinl on 
~~~k a~~~~cit;~~~i~ed.arR!!~~ei;d~dw b~oS~~t. W.i~~ 
T elegraph Co. ns Ihe only reliable Telegraph School. Ad-
dress, with stamp, R . VALENTINE, Manaier, Jancsvllle, 
Wisconsin. cYY 
GEO. SHERWOOD. WILLARD WOODARD. 
G EOI SHERWOOD & 00. 
$rijool ,ooij Fublisijprs, 
L-.ke.:ld.e Bu.:l1d.:lD.S .. 
130 Adams St., cor. Clark, Chicago, Ill. . 
EZGtJ&.ine and (lof),~are Merit" ",ul. Price •. 
Please do not make any Introduction of Readers until you 
have examined 
WEBB'S MODEL READERS, 
FO_UB-BOOK CUBOMO SEItIEl/. 
which is now issued complete, A Series that "EVERY MAN 
WOULD BUY FOR HIS OWN CHILD. The large", cheapest. 
most beautiful, and interestinl:t series published. 1126 
ftru~~ii~~~ 1~roFOoUR an:OOKS~thC:!~i~f~iat~:r~d r::~~~c 
matter than most series of Readers, a·nd CtfMPLETE LlSTi 
OF ALL THE WORDS in the books with pronunciation marked. 
Analytical Series of Readers a.nd Charts: 
This is a Standard Series of Readers and Charts, Thei, 
extended use and the universal commendation of those who 
use them, are evidences of their worth. All admit their 
tiupcriority. They have been adopted each year for eleven 
~~~~h!~ :''!.~!S~oboot~ !~~lldC~!c~~11 ~o:~~mi~e~ducalion . 
Edwards' Student's Readers, 
BY BICIfABD BDWA.RDI/, LL.D., . 
Former President of Illinois Normal University, and Author 
of the Analytical Reader j;. . 
THIS IS A NEW WORK, CAREFULLY ARRANGED for Ihe 
higher classes in Public Schools and for High Schools. It is 
designed as a LITERARY HEADER. The .. I.clions will be 
found to possess great merit as Specimens of English 
Literature. The Notes, being very full ; will aid pupils and 
teachers in getting a thorough knowledge of what they read . 
A Brief History ~f the· Amerioan People. 
Foi School Use. Edward Ta"lor, A . M. 
THIS BOOK CONTAINS 32& PAGES. 11 is pUI up in Ihe 
be .. style, and has O,er One Hundred Illustrations and 
Portraits. The author of this work hus a. tt~mpted to furnish 
the pupil, of this country with a hi!M.ory of the elc:ments of 
its growth. 
An attempt is made in this work to cultivate in our youth 
• Lo,' of that which ConsUlute. National Growth. a. 
Rel1g1oua, Humane and Bducation ' I Bnterpriaea, 
Inventlona, Industries, etc :-\Ve have a Concise Chart 
of Events, and Neat aOlI Attractive Maps. 
MODEL ARITHMETlCS, 
A Comjlete, TAorourl: a11d Practical CON"se, iltcludinz 
Oral a"d Writ/til Exercizu. 
BJI At~~~rp:"~f p':.~rtc Z::h~';i{ •. '~il! .. ~'!.j " ltl, 
Two Book Seriel-KIRK .. BELFIED'S MODEL ELEMENTARY 
ARITHMETIC. KIRK .. BELFIELD'S MODEL ARITHMETIC. 
And Three Book Sertea: <Kirk" Beineld' i Condensed Serles.)-· 
MODEL FIRST BOOK I~ ARITHMETIC. MODEL SECD'ND 
BOOK IN ARITHMETIC. MODEL THIRD (BUSINES ) 
BOOK IN ARITHMETIC. 
mJt~ f!a~h:n:ESTs~,e:h:n$Co~O~L~. 3o~sb~a:he~~:h~!: 
... ny Hundred Teachers who have used the series, bear 
testimony to their Man, Excellencies. 
tr!rni~:ele~~~:~ t~:o:s~ :J t::~ig~t~:l:~d \\i:a!i;~pii~s~~~ 
by step, in Oral and Written ExerCises, with accuracf of 
Itaternent, clearness of discussiont. fullne ::tS of illustration, 
and application of principles i. to the mysteries of nllmbers. 
In thia we have followed to a large extent. the 
GRUBB METHOD. 
which meets with great (avor wherever w~ed. No teacher 
should fail to give it a tri al. 
GRAMMAR. 
Boltwood':i Grammar-Teachers who wi .. h to teach the U iie 
Wri:~t~:D~lla~~~kr;nn~;~i;ha~::~':n~~. this work. 
Wright'S Tabulated Forms for Panina-A new and ina-enioul 
aystem for teachiniOOTANy. . 
Sewall's Botany-It is designed for an Ele mentary Work, 
and i. Beaulilul'I~!F~()'btO:MY. 
Colbert's Fixed Stars-This work needs no recommendation 
to those who are r ... miliar with thewritinas of Mr. Colbert. 
BOOK-K.I!lEPING. 
g~::: ~~l!~k~~~~kB~::e~~I' 
Drew's Practical \OOlt-keepinf is based on the idea that 
what is worth doing at 8~~LL1Ei;~~& well. ~ 
She~ood's ~~~~'u~IWritini Speller. 
h Spelling Blankl, 36, mounted on palueboard. 
., Speller and Pronouncer. 
.. ~r.~IC'.:~~~~~"g"Speller. 
These Spellers and Blankl sYltematize written apellinl. and 
cultiv'~~~~I~~T~'Nei~Nd \>1il*"MmA~~'B:IP. 
Babbittonian Copy Book, (Primary and Nos. I to 8.) 
Babbittonian Ghart of ~enmanship and Drawing (2x9 ft.) 
ex~::t~a~o!h:h:~~~:~f and neatest yet published: An 
30 
MULTUM IN PARVO; PRQ BONO PUBLICO. 
RIPE EDUCATIONAL WORKS 
-DN-
PENMANSHIP 
By an Experienced Teacher, Author, and Penman. 
ANNOUNCEMENT FOR _8]8-9. 
1 . 1illnvorl','s RruersihleWrifi"rafld Printfng Cltarts. 
For Primary Schools and Writing Departments. 2 nUma 
bc:~. ;iJ~~~:if.~ Reversi"', Writing' BODNS. Complete in 
t;~~!~rm&::d:s~n~:chTb~~~n~o~~f:; a ~~fl-::~~ffin;~~ 
Blotter. jointed to (he cover. Per dozen, '1.20. 
3. E/iswort1,·I· Revers;"'e Practiu Paper,. ,12 sheets 
united. Three Pa tterns, to match any Ruled Writing Book. 
P~r dozen, 1S cents. . 
,.. Eillworlh!t Reversible Blank Comj"silt'on a"d Gell-
erallixerciu Book. For aU Dictation School Exercises, 
w i~~' ;1~:~lo~1.~a~~er~~~~e cBl:~k J;>::;i~~B'o~k.OOi nter-
Ie Ived-Sulted to any System of Drowlng. 
6. EtlS"luort"4' R~flersib/e E x aminaHo" Pa/Mrs. Two 
sizes. No. I, 1X9. No. 2 , 8XlO~. Adapted to written ex-
aminatiol)s in any branch, for unifonnity and preservation. 
12 sheets united, and detachable. No. I, 15 cents per doz. ; 
No.2, '1.00 per dozen. 
7. ElIswortlz.'1 Essential P~"manskij. A complete Guide 
f~~t~:ed~ith~~~eaa:3~~Pie:~mA S::n~~~d~(J~!~~~~i~!~ 
75 cents. 
These Works are now RBADY. "Send price ahove for sam-
pies ; or, the RIVers/Me C;r~lar, giving 22 strong reasons 
why these Writing Books are better for schools than any 
competin&: Rerie.. Add~ess, 
H. W. Ellsworth, 
Author and Publisher, 
Care of The American 
Trade Agents. 
39 &4' Chambers St., N.Y. 
News News Company, General 
nr 
COml)etltive Examination Paper. 
'l'HIS is the same form and quality of paper as that used 
by the Chicago Board of Education in preparing Ichool 
work ror the Centennial! al,ld afterward for the Competitive 
Slate Examinationfl in 1 linoil. It is manufactured in two 
liizes ("h;e A and aize B), the first 8XIO*, and the second, 
8x 12,Ji Inches. 
The Educational Weekly. 
THE VERY BEST LINE. 
Chicago, Mil. & St. Paul 
RAILWAY. 
ITS ADVANTAGES ARE: 
I-It has no superior in any point o( merit in favor of its 
2-T~::e~:s~o other hne running Through Trains between 
Chicago, St. Paul, and Minneapol!s. . 
3-It is the only line running. Thr~e Dally Trams between 
Chicago and any pOint In Minnesota. 
4-lt malces sure connections' at Chicago al!'~ St. Paul with 
aU lines running In and out oC those CIties : and at La 
Crosse and Ramsey, in lame depots with Southern 
Minnesota R . R . . 
5-1t is the on~y Northwestern Line connecting in same 
depot in ChIcago with any of the great Eastern or 
Southern lines, and is the most conveniently located 
with reference to any depot, hotel, or place of bUSiness 
in that city. . . 
6-It is the only: line runDlng Its own Palace 8leqnng Cars 
from the Northwest Into Chicago, or from Chicago to 
the Northwest. 
7-It is the only /illl using th~ Westinghouse Improved 
Automatic Air Brake, and said Brake is on all Passen. 
ger Trains. 
8-It uses the Miller Patent Platform and Couplc:r. 
9-It has a perfect steel rail track, thoroughly ballasted. 
Io-lt is the O1Cly through line r,;aMilw4uJue, the commer· 
cial metropolll /of Wisconsin. 
Passing through a finer country, with grander scenery, 
and connecting more business centers and pleasure resorts 
than any other Northwestern Line. Connecting In Chicago 
with all Eastern and Southern Lines. 
CHICAGO-Passenger Depot, cor. Canal and West Madi-
son Streets. Freight Depots, cor. Union and Carroll Sts. 
City Offices, 61 and 63 Clark Street. T. E. Chandler, Pas. 
seneer Agent ; C. R. Capron, Freight Agent. . 
. A. V. H. CARPENTER, 
- Gen-' Pass. and Ticket Agent. 
Standard School Books 
. London & Paris, Aug. r 4 to Sept. 22, $250. 
I!.Ondon, the Rhine, Switzerland and Paris, 
Aug. '4, to Oct. 6, '350. 
Add ..... , 
PROF. SILAS L. WOMIS, . 
Washington D. C It 
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t,"~i.RSOI(:S- ~ ~(.ORMUS/C'~ PAT. BIND£~ W ~RIODICALS ~ 
- ... EMERSON'S PAT'NT BINDER 
- F'OR-
The Educational Weekly 
We have effected an arrangement with the-manufacturer 
of Emerson's Patent Binder so as to be able to furnIsh it 
post-paid, large enough to hold two complete volumes 0 
The Educati01lal W~~kly a t the following figures : 
Binder of Cloth and Paper,,, ..... • .... .......••..... • . 70 
" "Cloth entire,.. •. • .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . •. . . . .. .80 
If "Leather and Cloth . .. .. . ..... . ... _ •.•....... 1.10 
This binder is in appearance precisely like the cover of a 
regularly bound book. Its peculiar device for self. binding 
consists of two narrow strips of thin steel inserted in firmly 
glued casings of binders' cloth on each inside edge of the 
back, and workmg ht!1ge -like, as do the lids. Th.e fron t, or 
left-hand side contains eyelet-holes from which heavy 
threads with needles paSs through the papers and through 
corresponding eyelets in the back or right-hand strip, and 
are 'firmly secured to the "cleat" or fastener by "belaying" 
-a figure 8 tum. The flexible ~ack adjusts Its~lf to ~ny 
thickness of papers, and the strips hold them as 1~ a Ylse, 
quite as firmly and neatly as If bound regularly. Periodicals 
may be stitched in as they are received, or a whole volum 
m~ be bound at once. I 
eaCheb~:d~~rds, and every necessary part furnished with 
The figures given above are tQc manufacturer"sprices , and 
• TESTIMONIALS: 
Office of YOUN G MBN'S CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATION, 
Chicago. &pl. I2, I8]7. 
C~"Il~me" :-We have had your Emerson Binder in 
constant use in our reading rooms since 181:). After thiS 
thorough test we take pleasure in endorsing them to the full-
est exlenL As claimed by you, they are the "only binders" 
known to us Hthat will hold papers in a perfect vise," and 
rfb:~t~:.lIy rec~mmend them~. ~. ~A~~18~~LE, and 
Supt. Y. M. C. A. 
Bost("" Mass., Marcl, I7. I877. 
You have sent me a better Hinder than I ever had betore 
III * * In the official proceedings .of the late conference 0 
Librarians your Binders were mentioned with great com 
mendatiorl. * * * We have aecided to-recommend 60tl. 
~h~rr:~~~~: ~hdi!::~tr:;v~ic~hi~ n:h~kc~~~i~~~r~7t~~ 
when the matter was decided. MELVIL DEWEY, 
Managing Editor American Library Journal. 
. Ckicaro, A"pd 20, I877. 
GentleNun :-The Emerson Binder preserves periodicals 
f:t~~t~~~:n\~S~~h{~r ~~~e;::t~O\~h;~~~ ~: th~~~~nJfn~ 
Room of the Chicago LibW~B~.tv1c~¥tsil~~~ti~n. 
Sec. Chicago Public Library. 
We have had upwards of forty of the Emerson Binder 
in constant use for several months past, and we can, by e 
perience recommend them as being the most perfect thing 
of the ki'nd we have ever seen, either tor Papers, Magazines. 
or Music. LANG 8M EAFF, 
'Cincinnati, O. Supt. Y . M. C. A. 
Ckicaro, Sept. I4, ,S77. 
C,nlle1nen :-We have used the Emerson Binder (or se \ 
b~~ra~~~ ref!:e~:e t~ep~~~ !16nb!r!~e frh~C:i~fsn~lfh?~~ 
that equals the Emerson Binder for this purpose, and can 
confidently recommend It .to any person who desires to keep 
files of documents to which he deSires to add Irom lime t 
time. I find them also very useful at my house in preserv 
ingfile. of newspapers. ~HEPWt~DlljOHNSON, 
I Clerk Board of Education . . 
WE PAY POSTAGE OR E?CPRESS 
When they are sent out to any part of the United States 
Canada. 
Every reader of the WBBKLV should secure this means 
preserving his papers ~n a nice and convenient manner. 
THE EDUCATIONAL J.fEEKLl 
will be printed in gilt letters on outside of first cover. 
Address all orders t"o 
V AILE & WINCHELL. Chicago, 
Room 81, Ashland Block, Clark Street._ 
Square and Cube. Root 
As Simple as Simple Addition, 
ON AN ENTIRELY NEW PLAN. 
hi '1e:~:bn!1 c!fie:~. principals of over two hundred 
fieDd for circulars describing the method to 
H. H. HILL, 
so6 Marshfield Avenue; 
If · CHICAGO.ILL.~ 
TEACHERS, AltnfU .... j School, Cou'~e, and Lil. 
. ~:'-J.S;~Ji:S~ ~e~twB~~~"-':B'ktE!~~~:&~~ 
